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In the study of sets of uniqueness on the circle T = R/Z, Rajchman's class of examples, the H-sets, continues to play a predominant role. Recall their definition Thus, Cantor's middle-thirds set arises from the choices m,j = 33 and /=] §, §[• To say that H-sets are sets of uniqueness is to say that they do not support any pseudofunction (i.e., any distribution whose Fourier coefficients vanish at infinity) [1, Chapter IV]. Here we shall show further that ii-sets do not support (and indeed are annihilated by) any measure whose spectrum has certain lacunary-type gaps. In fact, strict gaps will not be necessary, but merely the condition (1) In particular, if D = 1, then suppp = T.
(For definitive results in this direction due to Beurling and Malliavin, see [6] . In the literature, Theorem 2 is stated only for functions. However, the case of general measures follows easily from this. Alternatively, the same proof works for general measures.)
Levinson's theorem resembles the uncertainty principle in that the smaller {fi 0 } is, the more {p ^ 0} must "spread out." Theorem 1 also follows this heuristic, but is particular to singular measures. (A similar theorem that "arithmetic" gaps of a certain type in the spectrum of a measure force all Helson sets to have measure zero appears in [4] .) Theorem 1 is an instance of a more general theorem, for which we use the following notation: Ve j means "for all but a finite number of j." THEOREM 3. Let pG M(T). If there is a set A C Z+ such that (1) holds and such that for any strictly increasing sequence {rrij} C Z+ and any choices ofbTGZ (r > 1), the minimum density of (4) S" = {r G Z+ : Ve j rm, + br G A} is zero, then pE = 0 for all H-sets E.
PROOF. In [5, Theorem 13], we gave the following necessary and sufficient condition that a measure p annihilate all ii-sets: whenever ax G M(T) for p-a.e. x and m,j -* oo are such that (5) Vr e Z e-2™m'x -, &x(r) weak* in L°°(p), then suppcrx = T p-a.e. Thus, suppose that A satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, that m, -» co, and that (5) holds. Suppose that r G Z+ is such that àx(r) t¿ 0 for p-many x. Then for some br, 0^ / ôx(r)e-2*lbrX dp(x) = lim ¡x(rm3+br), whence Wej rm.j +■ br G A by (1) . Making these choices for br when âx(r) ^ 0 and taking br = 0 otherwise, we see that the intersection of the spectrum of ax with Z+ is contained in 5? for p-a.e. x. Since Z+\5^ has maximum density one, Theorem 2 shows that suppo^ = T p-a.e. This completes the proof. D PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let A satisfy the hypotheses. In order to apply Theorem 3, let tuj -> oo, let br G Z, and let 5* be as in (4) . Let the elements of S' be {r¡}¡>! in increasing order. Our task is to show that S? has minimum density zero, which we shall do by showing that limsupl_00 r¡+i/r¡ > 1. Let q = infck+i/dk and Q = supdk/ck. Then if limsnpi^^r^i/ri = 1, we would have that for some L, r;+i/rj < q for all I > L. Choose p so large that rL+p/rL > Q-By definition of A and because m,j -► oo, we may take j so large that (6) for L < I < L + p, nmj + br¡ G A, 
